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Implementation of the energy audit – BOY provides 

solutions 

 

In exactly one year, beginning December 2015, manufacturing companies have to 

provide a Europe-wide energy audit. The European regulation (2012/27/EU, EED-Art.8), 

which also becomes German law, is now available.  

 

To comply, companies that have more than 250 employees or have annual sales of € 50 

million or more, must be committed to saving energy. Subject companies have three 

action alternatives. First, an annual audit by an energy consultant who simply makes 

energy saving recommendations. The second alternative requires a company to certify 

according to DIN EN ISO 50001 or DIN EN 16247. Accordingly, they must have an 

energy management system for three years and provide documentation for the 

implementation of the saving measures. The third alternative would be to do nothing and 

instead pay considerable annual surcharges. The Federal Office of Export Control has 

already arranged new departments that will have an eye on those companies that don´t 

want to save energy. 

 

Companies are now asked to achieve the lowest possible energy requirement in the 

energy audit through their own measures. BOY, the manufacturer of injection moulding 

machines up to 1,000 kN clamping force, has already developed the solutions. The E-

Series machines, which are equipped with the servo-motor pump drive, reduces energy 

consumption by up to 50 % compared with previous or other drive systems. The E-Series, 
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which is currently available, have set new standards – and not only in terms of energy 

saving. High dynamics and precision along with very quiet operational noise levels are 

just some advantages of this BOY technology. 

 

The energy saving advantages are also expanded when using the new EconPlast 

plasticizing technology. The unit significantly speeds up the melting of plastics, is more 

energy efficient and material-friendly. When combining both BOY technologies, a BOY 

injection moulding machine with the servo drive and EconPlast reduces energy 

consumption up to 70%.  

 

A concrete example: 

A BOY 100 E with a servo drive and 8,400 operating hours requires about 68,000 kWh 

less energy than comparable machines with other drive technologies. With an electricity 

rate of € 0,15 / kWh, this means a savings of more than € 10,000 in energy costs. 

Additionally, according to the Federal Environmental Agency, each saved kWh results in 

approx. 600 g less in CO2 emissions – for this example with the BOY 100 E, this is more 

than 40 tons per year! 

 

This is certainly enough reason for many injection moulding companies to put the current 

machinery on trial and to optimize them for the energy audit. By the way, concerned 

companies should try for a solution in due time, because an interim arrangement for the 

energy audit is not planned. 
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Company profile 

Dr. Boy GmbH & Co. KG  is one of the leading worldwide manufacturers of injection 

moulding machines with clamping forces up to 1,000 kN. The very compact, durable 

machines work precise, energy-saving and therefore highly economical. BOY continually 

sets new standards in our industry with innovative concepts and solutions.  

Since the company was founded in 1968, over 40,000 injection moulding machines have 

been delivered worldwide. The privately owned company continues to put special 

emphasis on engineered performance and high-class "made in Germany" workmanship. 

 

For further information visit http://www.dr-boy.de/.  

 

Photo(s): > Euromap label for BOY 100 E 
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E-Mail:          th.breiden@dr-boy.de 

Internet:        www.dr-boy.de  

 

A request: 

The colour scheme of the BOY injection moulding machines differs from those of other 

manufacturers. We are therefore keen to make the differences clear in our pictures. The 

colour of the typical “BOY blue“ differs from a common green or blue. If you can influence 

the colour reproduction in your magazine, please use the following definitions:  

 

Four-colour definition (CMYK) :    100 % C  /  0 % M  /  25 % Y  /  40 % K  

or Pantone 3155 or RAL 210 40 35.  

 

Thank you very much in advance. 


